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We searched our High Touch Database …..
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select (*)
where
  Peak Rate > 10Gbps 
for at least 10 
seconds
Order by Rate

avg rate

What is .ps-tp ?
Because it generates our 

largest elephant flows.



Zooming out a bit
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These are largely, if not entirely PerfSonar
- We have found the enemy, and it is us !

- Everything else has a “peak” of 10Gbps and 
99% have an average < 1 Gbps

10 Gbps

1 Gbps

Globus , FTS etc.. move data at 100Gbps, but 
as multiple parallel transfers at this scale.



WHY ?
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Hosts

CPU cores
NIC

100G

A single core, peaks out at 
2Mpps. IF you use zero copy / 
DPDK.  

Much less if you open a socket 
like most people do.

THE NETWORK is CONCAVE
It can support 100G 

elephants

Hosts

CPU cores
NIC

100G

The receiver has the same 
limitations.

No one on the host side wants to make a 
superhuman effort to use ‘JUST ONE CORE’.  Far 
easier to just use 3 or 4 cores and get on with life.



Should we engineer our network for elephant 
flows ?
1. Networks can already correctly forward elephants on any 100G/400G link.  So the question 

is moot !

2. But when we have 100G campus connections into a 400G WAN.  How important is it to 
worry about 4x100G vs. 1x400G ?
     - The MICE don’t care.  So if 4x100G is cheaper / more redundant / doesn’t require a new 
router chassis.  Pick the better option.  Or at least check your netflow and ask your users to 
show you a mythical pachyderm.

3. If you have a 10G network, then you will see 5G flows, and by all means engineer for 
elephants.

4. Next talk:  “6 Gauge speaker wire, and Tube amplifiers” how do we engineer for that really 
deep bass.
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